Bolivian Newsman Examines 'Failure' Of All-American Program

By JERRY LIEBOWITZ

JAN. 10 - The Student Fine Arts Campaign has collected $121,257 in brick campaign donations, and plans include continuing the brick campaign through semester break, according to the program chairman. Several thousands of dollars in chairs and bricks have not yet been turned in, and the program faces the possibility of running out of funds.

1. Many who did not receive bricks at all or is likely to sell them before the end of the semester, Schiro said. Bricks that were mailed to students were only slightly delayed in the Christmas rush, he said.

2. Students who did not receive and sell bricks have shown an interest in selling more over the semester break, he said.

3. "And it is hoped that students who did not sell any bricks, for whatever reason, will have an opportunity to sell out one brick," Schiro emphasized.

"OUR GOAL is a high percent- age of student participation. If we can arbitrarily define that as at least 70 percent of the student body participating, we will have a tax- deductible five dollars to the Fine Arts Center," he said.

Tower concurred with this state- ment saying it is "most important" that each student participate. "This is where we will be the most helpful to the college," he went on.
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Hey there, you with the raft of ideas!

ME, EE, AE ENGINEERS

Get that raft afloat fast, and head for the land where ideas multiply. But before you set your course, you’ll want to compare the opportunities... the challenge... offered by potential employers with what you can expect from your education here.

What’s up at Hamilton Standard? In brief, a diversification program that includes design and development of propulsion controls, life support systems, other environmental control systems, electron beam machines, automatic test instrumentation systems, propellers, and ground support equipment.

We’re looking for men with ideas... ideas ready to be launched. If you’re an engineering student, your decision for the best means to an end, pick up a Hamilton Standard circular from your placement office. It may hold the first clue... how you can get started toward the best company for you.

A Hamilton Standard college personnel representative will be on campus soon. He’ll be glad to meet you in the open house to talk about your application for a position if you decide you like what you’ve learned about us.

The Date: Feb. 5, 1962

Prof. JAMES A. NOTOPOULOS
Department of Classical Languages

Editor’s Note — James A. Notopoulos, Associate Professor of Classical Languages, has been a member of the Trinity faculty since 1930. Mr. Notopoulos holds a B.A. degree from Amherst College, and M.A. degrees of R.A. and M.A. from Oxford University in 1931 and 1934.

A special meeting of the Hartford Chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union will be held on Auburn Hall at 8 p.m. Wednesday, Jan. 16. Two speakers will discuss “The In-American” and a study of the ACLU investigation of communist infiltration into the Women Strike for Peace movement.

The public is invited.
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WES ‘OUTSHOOTS’ TRIN FIVE, 59-50; DAVENPORT HOOPS 23

BY KEITH WATSON

MIDDLETOWN, JAN. 5.-Trinity dropped a 59-50 decision at the hands of an undefeated Wesleyan as five free throws in the contest that featured more style than basketball skill. Evidently looking forward to semester exams, both teams fell under the 30 point limit from the floor, with the visitor's final shooting little improvement over this margin.

The deciding factor of the game was the 2-0, 250 lbs. Winky Davenport of Wesleyan, who broke the team's back. The little guard, who is not known for his prolific scoring, moved far enough away from Wincx to see the basket and threw in two quick baskets. Shortly thereafter, after the large center committed his third personal, and was given a chance to see the basket and throw again, Winky Davenport’s hook shot put Trinity only four markers ahead. However, as close as they could come all night. Steve Humphrey, who broke the range from his guard position, and the half Wesleyan possessed a 32-24 lead.

Trinity Failing back to within five as the second half opened, but their continued inability to score from the foul line, especially in the many one-on-one situations presented them, made it difficult for the visitors to overtake the lead.

The game started out as if it would be a longer night than it was. Trinity did not garner their first field goal until the eleven minute mark, when Bill Gloth’s hook made the score 1-5. Fiyer continued very ragged on both sides until the entrance of Bob Voorhees, who brought the team to life. The little guard, who is not known for his prolific scoring, moved far enough away from Wincx to see the basket and threw in two quick baskets. Shortly thereafter, after the large center committed his third personal, and was given a chance to see the basket and throw again, Winky Davenport’s hook shot put Trinity only four markers ahead. However, as close as they could come all night. Steve Humphrey, who broke the range from his guard position, and the half Wesleyan possessed a 32-24 lead.

Trinity Failing back to within five as the second half opened, but their continued inability to score from the foul line, especially in the many one-on-one situations presented them, made it difficult for the visitors to overtake the lead.

...Some notes about you, about us, and the advertising business

About you. If you are the man we seek: You have an abiding curiosity about people and the world around you. If you are the man we seek: You have an abiding curiosity about people and the world around you. If you are the man we seek: You have an abiding curiosity about people and the world around you. If you are the man we seek: You have an abiding curiosity about people and the world around you.

You’re an individualist. Yet you thrive on team spirit. You dig deep into the why of things. And the best answers you can come up with today are never good enough for you tomorrow.

You’re an individualist. Yet you thrive on team spirit. You dig deep into the why of things. And the best answers you can come up with today are never good enough for you tomorrow.

You’re a practitioner as rapidly as possible. Experienced advertising men are eager to coach you individually in your efforts to develop your capabilities. Additionally, you are free to delve into every phase of the business and to participate in all phases of our annual series of twenty professional seminars, workshops and classes. You learn from men who are experts in their fields.

About men who join you. Eight out of ten college men who have joined us in the past decade have remained with us and are enjoying varied, exciting careers.

Because of our emphasis on early growth, relatively young men commonly handle major responsibilities in many phases of our business—in New York and throughout the world. Most initial assignments are in New York City. However, there are many offices throughout the United States and the world to which you may, if interested, request assignment later on.

If you wish to be a candidate, you must be in a position to join us by June 1, 1961. You may obtain further information at any time to the placement office. Please consult with them regarding the possibility of a personal interview. We will be on campus February 8.